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Who We Are:
We are a Kindergarten to Grade 8 school with 107 students. We provide a wide variety of enrichment activities to promote a positive school culture and a cohesive learning
community. Clubs for art, knitting and guitar are a few examples of activities available for our students. In addition to intramurals we also have sports teams that draw on
participants from grades 4-8 for cross country, volleyball, basketball and track & field.
We were host to the Grade 8 girls divisional basketball championships as well as the first ever 4/5 basketball tournament with neighbouring schools focusing on
sportsmanship and fun. Our school also has a very successful and creative Green Team which was recognized by the Recycle Everywhere campaign for its efforts as well as
coming in second in Manitoba for the Plastic Bag Grab Challenge. Our student-driven MY Voice Committee was very active in a number of philanthropic endeavours and
empowering activities such as Day of Pink, Terry Fox Run, Jump for Heart and We Day.
Our school’s activity is closely aligned with the divisional priorities contained in the strategic plan. In addition to programming, the supporting activities that were undertaken
this year included, but were not limited to, targeted professional development sessions, and the analysis of data in order to plan and make effective educational decisions in
the future.

Growth through relationships,
engagement and innovation.

Priority: Literacy


As a staff we reviewed our school’s historical and
current assessment data (RAD scores) to assist us in
determining the future path we wish to embark on in
order to increase student literacy skills.



Staff also attended professional development
sessions entitled A Systems Look at Reading Growth
as well as Supporting School Literacy Action Plans.
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Priority: Numeracy


Members of our staff attended Math Beyond Rules, Procedures and
Routines professional development sessions.



As a school we used a norm referenced assessment in Grades 4 to 8
to approximate student calculation and fluency levels. We then
implemented school-wide strategies to promote growth in these two
specific areas.



Anecdotal evidence suggests these strategies resulted in improved
calculation skills and student confidence in mathematics. Comparative
data revealed significant gains in numerical fluency at all grade levels.

Priority: Positive Respectful Environment
A positive and respectful environment is both essential and
conducive to student safety and a highly effective learning
community.

Priority: Intellectual Engagement
Unless a student is intellectually engaged their learning is
significantly compromised. Our staff members acknowledge
the essential role that engagement plays in learning and as a
result continue to explore novel experiences and strategies
for our students including:


A variety of guest speakers and demonstrations from
the community.



Visits by animals from the local farming community.



A visit to the Namao research vessel.



Installing an observational bee hive in the school.



Online collaboration with students from another
school division.



Red River guided tour for Grade 8 students.



A visit to the Narcisse snake pits.



All of our staff members were trained in the practice of
Restitution, most of which are now Level 1 certified.



A member of our staff attended the Safe Schools
professional development session.



Our staff developed and affirmed our core values which
govern student and staff behaviour Respect,
Responsibility and Relationships

